Kentucky Wildcats quarterback Will Levis holds up the Governor's Cup trophy after the UK vs. Louisville football game at Cardinal Stadium in Louisville, Kentucky.
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JANUARY 1, 2022
Kentucky Wildcats wide receiver Wan’dale Robinson (1) gets tackled short of a touchdown during the UK vs. Iowa ViVo Citrus Bowl football game at Camping World Stadium in Orlando, Florida.
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SEPTEMBER 11, 2021
Kentucky Wildcats quarterback Will Levis dives with the ball during the UK vs. Missouri football game at Kroger Field.
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SEPTEMBER 11, 2021
Kentucky Wildcats quarterback Will Levis (7) stiff arms a defender to score a touchdown during the UK vs. Missouri football game at Kroger Field.
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SEPTEMBER 11, 2021
Fans cheer as three planes perform a flyover before the UK vs. Missouri football game at Kroger Field.
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OCTOBER 2, 2021
Kentucky Wildcats guard Austin Dotson (61) celebrates with fans who rushed the field after the UK vs. Florida football game at Kroger Field.
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NOVEMBER 6, 2021
Scratch high fives fans during the Cat Walk before the UK vs. Tennessee football game at Kroger Field.
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AUGUST 6, 2021
Kentucky Wildcats K.D. McDaniel, J.J. Weaver and Jordan Wright, left to right, pose for a photo during the UK football media day at Kroger Field.
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OCTOBER 2, 2021
Kentucky fans watch Wildcats arrive during the Cat Walk before the UK vs. Florida football game at Kroger Field.
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